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Employing The Best Technology  
For Future Growth
Ford & Stanley are a talent services  
business who provide innovative solutions 
that support the recruitment, development  
and performance of talented people. 

In 2015 they more than doubled the annual 
company turnover, were awarded several 
major industry tenders including two master 
vendor agreements and invested in over 2,500 
square feet of additional office space at their 
headquarters on Pride Park, Derby.

Ford & Stanley expect to significantly grow their 
business over the next five years both within 
the UK and internationally.

Challenges
In 2016, Ford & Stanley were a rapidly growing 
organisation who had a number of business 
challenges that needed addressing to ensure 
their internal and external demands were 
achieved.

The solution had to be scalable to adapt to the 
needs of their growing workforce and it needed 
to be flexible, allowing their people to work 
from anywhere, at any time and with the same 
access to data and documents that they would 
have in the office.

Ford & Stanley also needed to ensure data 
security, with a reliable and secure data back 
up solution to manage their existing data 
requirements but that would give them the 
tools they needed to adapt to the new GDPR 
data requirements.

Solution
Cloud Central partner with some of the most 
innovative IT manufacturers to deliver ground 
breaking solutions to support the evolving 
needs of their customers.  Working closely 
with Ford & Stanley they designed a market 
leading Cloud Solution that would support their 
business both now and in the future.

Data Security
To meet the challenges around data security, 
Cloud Central delivered Datto ALTO - the only 
continuity solution designed specifically for 
small business. Using image-based backup and 
a hybrid cloud model, ALTO delivers enterprise-
grade functionality at a small business price. 
It will easily protect any physical, virtual and 
cloud infrastructure running on Windows, Mac 
or Linux, and spin up lost servers in seconds 
without the need for additional tools. Datto Alto 
automatically backs up to a local device, and 
replicates backups to the Datto Cloud. 

Cloud Telephony
Cloud Central delivered the Horizon hosted 
communications service to provide Ford & 
Stanley with reliable and scalable phone 
system that has an extensive range of fixed 
and mobile telephony capabilities via an easy-
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to-use web portal. Horizon is a fully-hosted 
phone system delivered over an IP connection 
and is suitable for any sized business. It is 
particularly effective if you have multiple sites 
working together and is also capable of serving 
hundreds of employees.

With only a minimal capital outlay, it’s a reliable 
and proven service benefitting from greater 
flexibility and a more cost-effective cloud phone 
service. Horizon can also help improve your 
organisation’s productivity and customer service 
delivery with its clever features to help manage 
calls and enhanced reporting capability.

Horizon is cloud-based business phone system, 
so there are no PBX maintenance costs to 
worry about. User and admin settings are also 
accessed via a user-friendly web-based portal, 
making management of the service even easier.

Microsoft Office 365
Microsoft Office 365 makes it easier to manage 
files, simplify communication 
and collaboration among employees and 
manage meetings on the move.

Office 365 for business combines features such 
as Microsoft Exchange, Word, Excel, PowerPoint 
and OneNote with the next generation of 
productivity-based services such as Skype 
for Business, Yammer, Sharepoint, Teams 
and Planner and many other tools to bolster 
collaboration and communication across the 
business.

With Office 365 you can create, share and edit 
documents on the move, as well as manage 
meetings and other tasks, on any iOS, Android 
and Windows devices. Office 365 applications 
help you to stay connected and productive on 
every device.

Remote Access - Microsoft Office 365 allows 
remote access of your files, wherever you are 
in the world, provided you have a network 
connection.

Collaboration - Collaboration is made fast 
and easier with Office 365. Using Office 365’s 
cloud technology, files are updated live while 
you work, making the process of creating and 
altering content seamless.

Communication - Microsoft Office 365 can 
integrate with your emails, phone line and 
Skype account. This makes the whole process 
of communicating with clients seamless and 
fluid.

Benefits
The Cloud solution provided by Cloud Central 
has given Ford & Stanley a flexible working 
environment.  With their emails and applications 
all on one portal their people can work from 
anywhere at anytime on the device of their 
choice.

Ford & Stanley also have a highly resilient and 
secure data environment with both on site and 
remote back up and are fully supported across 
their enterprise by Cloud Central’s 365 support 
services.  

Hannah Dimond, Office and Projects Manager 
at Ford & Stanley said “Cloud Central provide 
a one-stop shop for our IT and telephony 
requirements.  They gave us the confidence that 
they would be able to deliver a cost effective 
solution that would make a difference to our 
business.  With their support we can continue 
to grow without our systems buckling under 
the pressure. The IT support provided by Cloud 
Central is outstanding; it’s like having our very 
own internal support team.’
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Supplied Services

Laptops Desktop and laptop support, antivirus,  
hardware support, mail filtering
UPS Support / fix or replacement

Network switches Switch support / fix or replacement

Server support / antivirus / hardware  
support

Email signatures Support and config and migration from  
previous system

Office 365 Support and config

Datto Datto monitoring

Horizon Phone system setup / changes / support

Phone lines SIP trunks

Network point installation CAT 6 cabling

Services provided:



Contact Details:
Tel: 01332 369087
Fax: 01332 367273
Email: enquiries@
cloudcentral.co.uk

Address:
12 Mallard Way,
Pride Park,
Derby,
DE24  8GX

As digital transformation specialists, Cloud 
Central understand that businesses today need 
to adapt and evolve to serve the ever changing 
needs of their customers.

We deliver the most innovative technology, 
applications and the latest cyber security 
solutions to keep our clients data, desktop 
environment and infrastructure secure and 
instantly restorable, allowing them to remain 
competitive, productive and flexible. 

Cloud Central’s bespoke solutions will align 
your business technology requirements 
and contracts in a simple, easy-to-use way 
to ensure that you and your staff have the 
flexibility to work from any location – all with 
the peace of mind that our round-the-clock 
desktop support brings.

Get in touch today with one of our digital 
transformation specialists, and find out how 
Cloud Central can support your business 
needs.


